THE TACTICS THAT WON.

During the past few weeks the socialist press has fairly teemed with charges of "wage cutting." It is not that the Rightist writers have exhausted the vocabulary of the language in their frantic attempts to win the battle, but the fact remains that the strike was a very bad thing for the unions. This paper has pointed out elsewhere that the workers themselves were in no mood for sympathetic labor strikes of the sympathetic strike type, and in fact did injurious to the cause by their own actions. They had their tongue tied behind the ears, and they were shoutiing the praises of the sympathetic strike to the skies.

The following morning the strike will carry on as before. The strike capital resource will be carefully weighed and considered by all workers who are compelled to return to the strike line, if no sympathy is to be commanded.

It is generally admitted that the strike is nothing less than a form of war. All arms are from their very nature brutal, and those en- gaged in them are very effective means at their command that will bring victory. When one man in authority has the last word in the city, the strike is nothing less than a war on the closed shop. The city is divided into two sections: the black shop and the union shop.

The circulars that have been distributed to our friends and customers of a strike on the part of our workers. This has assumed more formidable pro- perties than was anticipated at that time.

"Our wages were raised by competent men who were not content with the 50 per cent. of our wages. We are the men by these men. They were immediately discharged. The discharge of our partner was followed by a walkout on the part of practically our entire factory force, less than twenty workers remaining at their own ends of the day.

We are making every effort to resume operations at an early date and at once with increased production and will stop at nothing to make our men and women feel the benefit of our employment in the city is this the first disagreement we have ever had with our employees.

We regret this occurrence but we believe it will result in the betterment of our business and in our esteem.

May we take this opportunity to ask our friends and customers for their loyalty in these trying times? A fine and worthy business has been established and we assure you that we will make every effort to continue its successful operation."

HEALTH & MILLION Mg. Co.

One of the most significant facts of the strike is the existence of two classes in the socialist press: a class of blowers and a class of blisters. The former are those who would make revolution in a revolution, and who would do so by the sword, and the latter are those who would do the same by the knife.

The Social Democratic Herald says that "The Socialist is a dangerous and a couple of millions of other papers are expressing exactly the sentiment that is being expressed by the two classes that are struggling."

The Chicago Tribune says that "The Chicago Chronicle says that it is the duty of all men to support their own interests and to work for the benefit of the working class in general."

The Socialist press has been telling its readers that the workers are killing the capitalists in their struggle for existence and that the capitalists are killing the workers in their struggle for existence.

The capitalist press has been telling its readers that the workers are killing the capitalists in their struggle for existence and that the capitalists are killing the workers in their struggle for existence.

The result of the school children's отд. and settlements is the only way they can live an expressive of the socialist opinion that is found in the masses and the reason why, in a fact and still be able to realize that the general impression is not so the ruling class is destroyed.

The strike situation.

There is not much change in the strike situation. The strike was in progress last week. The latter part of last week and the beginning of this week was the hour of the strike. The strike was in progress last week. The latter part of last week and the beginning of this week was the hour of the strike. The strike was in progress last week. The latter part of last week and the beginning of this week was the hour of the strike.
THE CLASS STRUGGLE

The whole history of the world has been a history of class struggles, between the exploited and the exploiting.

Rkokoy (Inclined) and fellow workers

The struggle between the workers and the capitalists is the main struggle of the working class. This struggle is not just a struggle for wages and working conditions, but a struggle for the future of humanity.

Socialists must understand that class struggle is not just a struggle for the workers. It is a struggle for the rights of all people. It is a struggle for the future of humanity.

The working class must unite and fight for their rights. They must fight for a world without exploitation. They must fight for a world where everyone has the right to a good life.

Heinmann's

39th-99th Milwaukee Ave

23rd Annual Spring Opening

Furniture and Rugs

Sale

Large size dining chair with French beveled glass mirror, oak

$65.00

HEINMANN'S

969-991 Milwaukee Ave
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The impossibility of a National Democratic Party

By Henry G. Mulligan

The economics, the ethics, and the politics of socialism

The question of the impossibility of instituting a National Democratic Party in the United States is one that has been frequently discussed in recent years. The purpose of such a party is to bring about a more just and equitable distribution of wealth and power in our society. However, there are many things that would need to be considered before such a party could be formed.

At the recent meeting held in Chicago, William B. Bryan, the representative of the National Democratic Party, made a speech on the need for a democratic government. He stated that the party would be the voice of the people and would work for the betterment of the nation. He also emphasized the need for a strong and independent party that could work towards the betterment of the nation.

Some of the questions that need to be considered include the following:

1. What is the purpose of a National Democratic Party?

2. How would a National Democratic Party differ from other political parties?

3. What is the role of the party in the political process?

4. How would a National Democratic Party be organized?

5. What are the potential benefits and drawbacks of a National Democratic Party?

These are just a few of the questions that need to be considered before a National Democratic Party can be formed. It is important to have a thorough understanding of the issues before making any decisions.

The success of the National Democratic Party will depend on the ability of the party to unite the people and work towards a common goal. It is important to have a strong and dedicated leadership team that can work towards the betterment of the nation.

In conclusion, the establishment of a National Democratic Party would require careful consideration of the issues involved. It is important to have a thorough understanding of the issues before making any decisions. If the party can unite the people and work towards a common goal, it has the potential to bring about a more just and equitable distribution of wealth and power in our society.

The Chicago Socialist, May 20, 1935

Schmoll Furniture Company

J6 E. North Avenue

EASY PAYMENTS

OUR PRICES THE LOWEST

Price $1.52

Betterm than ever Silverstein & Weinstein's Shoes Spring and Summer

For Men, Women and Children

Lates in Style, Comfortable in Wear and Reasonable in Price

280 W. 12th St., Near Halsted

Our Business Proves It Can Be Done

You Can Spend Your Money and Save It Too

By Trading With The

Chicago Cooperative Trading Society

The consuming power of the unit is the consuming power of the whole. It can be used for the benefit of the class. Investigate it now. Investigate it now.
For a Working Class Political Party.

Every Man a Duty—Every Task a Man.

RENTALS AVOID EMBRACE.

You are literally bound that at a regular monthly meeting of the Chicago District, of the United Garment Workers of America, last following, resolutions unanimously adopted.

We had the honor of the presiding office of the resolutions and the resolutions adopted 8-2. A total of 101 workers were present, and the resolution was adopted by a 91-9 vote.

The resolutions are for the following:

1. For a Working Class Political Party.
2. Every Man a Duty—Every Task a Man.

ORGANIZATION: For a Working Class Political Party.

Every Man a Duty—Every Task a Man.

J. JOE BELL
LADIES' TAILOR
280 Lincoln Avenue
Chicago
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A REMARKABLE DOCUMENT

Probably the one incident of the present industrial struggle in Chic-

ago which will be most noticeable in the minds of those who have not

attended the Chicago Labor Council meetings, is the remarkable

address presented to President Roosevelt by the deputizing from the Federal

Labor group, protesting against the sale of the federal land for the purpose of

building the million-dollar lake dam in Detroit. In this address, the deputizing

labor group made a number of points which were highly significant.

The address was read by J. C. B. William, who stated that the deputizing

group had been formed in order to prevent the sale of the federal land

for the purpose of building the lake dam. The address concluded with

a call for a meeting of the labor group and an appeal for the support of the

people of the country in their efforts to prevent the sale of the federal land.

The address was well received by the audience, and many members of the

labor group expressed their appreciation of the work of the deputizing

group.

The deputizing group has made a number of important points in their

address. They have called attention to the fact that the sale of the federal land

for the purpose of building the lake dam will be a serious blow to the

interests of the people of the country. They have pointed out that the

sale of the federal land will be a serious blow to the interests of the

people of the country, and that it will be a serious blow to the

interests of the people of the country.
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